Abstract-This paper investigates the use o f partial functions and fitness sharing in genetic programming. Fitness sharing is applied t o populations of either partial or total functions and the results compared. Applications to two classes of problem are investigated: learning multiplexer definitions, and learning (recursive) list membership functions. In both cases, fitness sharing approaches outperform the use of raw fitness, by generating more accurate solutions with the same population parameters. On the list membership problem, variants using fitness sharing on populations of partial functions outperform variants using total functions, whereas populations of total functions give better performance on some variants of multiplexer problems.
Introduction
Genetic programming, like other forms of evolutionary computation, can suffer from premature convergence, where variation is eliminated from a population before the desired solution is achieved. Previous work (McKay 2OOO) demonstrated that fitness sharing, used in other forms of evolutionary computation to i n c m diversity and delay convergence, can lead to better performance -measured in terms of error rate -in genetic programming as well.
Fitness sharing was introduced by Deb and Goldberg (1989) . in a form (explicit fitness sharing) which relied on a distance metric to de& the similarity between individuals. Similar individuals are punished for that similarity by being required to share the raw fitness they receive. However there are disadvantages to this approach, because it requires a priori definition of the distance function, before knowledge of the shape of the search spacehasbeenquired. Smith, Forrest and Perlson (1992) noted that the requirement to define a distance metric could be avoided in problems where the fitness of an individual is built up from the payoff from discrete sub-problems. In this case, the payoff for a sub-problem could simply be shared amongst the individuals which perform well on that subproblem. The resultant approach is known as implicit fitness sharing. Since a high proportion of genetic programming problems share this payoff structure, implicit fitness sharing is highly relevant.
Most work in evolutionary computation makes use of total functions. In many cases this is a matter of simple necessity -for example, the genome structure in standard genetic algorithms does not support partially defined functions ('don't care' symbols simply indicate that a particular input value is ignored, not that the output value is undefined for a given input). But partial functions atc rarely, if ever, used in genetic programming, where they do have a sensible meaning.
On the other hand, total functions are under evolutionary pressure to solve all parts of a problem; this pressure tends to reduce diversity, perhaps fatally so if a critical part of an optimal solution is more difficult to find than equivalent parts of a local optimum.
The aim of the work begun here is to investigate the bradeoffs between the greater implicit parallelism of total functions, and the potentially greatex diversity provided by partial functions, and their interaction with the diversitypromoting mechanism of implicit fitness sharing.
Details of Approach
Comparisons have been canid out on two classes of problem: learning (recursive) list membership in a lisplike language, and learning boolean descriptions for 6-and ll-multiplexers. These problems are described in more detail below. The experiments compare the use of implicit fitness sharing, raw fitness, and a combination of the two. Each treatment is repeated twice, using a population of total functions, and a population of partial functions.
Partial Functions
A partial function is a function whose value is not defined for some argument values. In these experiments, partial functions are represented by the use of a special symbol, 'undef, which may occur at any point in the program tree. When the program runs, any evaluation for which 'undef is an argument evaluates to 'undef' unless the value of the function is independent of that argument. For example, boolean 'and' has the truth table shown in table 1: Table 1: Truth Table for Boolean and 0-7803-6375-2/00/$10.00 02000 IEEE.
The system is based on Ross' (1999) DCTG-GP system. DCTG-GP was used because its explicit representation of the syntax and semantics of the program populations provided a simple mechanism to specify the syntax and semantics of the 'undef symbol. However the grammars used merely encode the typing of the problem space, and so the results apply not only to grammar-guided genetic programming m g h a m 1995), but extend to strongly typed genetic programming (Montana 1995) .
Implicit Fitness Sharing and Partial
Fitness sharing aims to redwx the eagerness of evolutionary search and encourage diversity by providing a reward for diversity. Thus fitness sharing algorithms typically reduce the early performance of an algorithm, but more than compensate by delaying convergence, and producing better asymptotic behaviour.
For populations of total functions, the implementation of implicit fitness sharing is straightforward. The payoff for a particular sub-problem is shared amongst all population members which correctly answer the subproblem (in the problems used here, values are discrete, so grades of correctness do not need to be consi -).
Mathematically, we replace the raw fitness function for an individual i 
LhA4 = 2
With populations of partial functions, another issue arises: if the payoffs from the sub-problems are simply added together (assuming there are no negative payoffs), then there is evolutionary pressure toward totality, because even small rewards for poor predictions are better than no reward at all. This pressure would defeat the intention, which is to permit increased diversity through partial functions which are free to concentrate on particular subproblems. Hence in this work, the shared fitnesses a~ divided by the number of sub-problems which the program attempts to solve (that is, the fitness of an individual program is the mean of the shared rewards it Teceives, averaged over all the sub-problems for which its answer is not 'undef). For an individual i, let N(i) be the number of cases c for which i(c) is defined, then:
Thus the evolutionary pressure on partial functions is toward accuracy on sub-problems. This pressure will not necessarily result in individuals capable of solving the whole problem. There are many possible mechanisms to alleviate this, ensemble learning mechanisms being particularly notable. However a very simple approach has been taken in this paper. In addition to runs using xaw fitness throughout, and others using shared fitness throughout, there is a third set of runs, in which the fitness measure changes from shared fitness to raw fitness using a fmed schedule. The particular schedule was chosen a priori. It uses fitness sharing for the first 25% of generations of a run, and raw fitness for the last 25% with a linear ramp between fitness sharing and raw fitness for the remaining 50% of generations (the raw and shared fitnesses are normalised to have the same mean before being added together) This schedule is doubtless not optimal -the optimal schedule is almost certainly problemdependent. But most obvious mechanisms to optimise the schedule lead to problems of fairness of comparison with the other two treatments.
Experiments: List Membership
The search space for this experiment is defined by the grammar in table 2 (for total functions, the productions leading to 'undef are deleted): The recursive call to member allows the possibility of infinite loops. To prevent this, a count of the depth of looping was kept, and a depth greater than 20 caused the function to return the value 'loop'; this was treated in fitness evaluation as an incorrect (but defined) answer.
The examples for learning this function consisted of ten true cases and ten false, and are shown in table 3: The experimental setup used tournament selection a d half-ramped initialisation as implemented in DmG-GP (Ross, 1999) The differences between the raw fitness and other treatments are significant at the 1% level (maximum likelihood ratio test) for both the total and p d a l function cases. The other differences are of lower s i g " c e , but the difference between the total and partial functions, when the ramped and shared fitness cases are aggregated together, gives a probability value of 6.5% for the null hypothesis. With a total of 300 runs, the null hypothesis for the difference between partial and total functions has a probability value of 1.296, when ramped and shared fitness are considered together. Considend separately, the null hypothesis probabilities are 8.8% and 6.4% respectively. The diffemces between ramped and shared fitness of low significance, even when total and partial results m considered together. Figure 1 shows the percentage of runs incomplete plotted against generation. In the legend, 'total' and 'partial' refer to populations of partial and total functions respectively, and 'raw', 'share' and 'ramp' refer to the use of raw fitness throughout a run, fitness sharing throughout a run, and the ramped approach described above (to improve readability, the partial functiondraw fitness treatment is omitted in all figures since it is of little independent interest). One interesting aspect of figure 2 is the 2-generation oscillation in coverage rate exhibited by fitness-sharing treatments. On detailed examination, the populations in many runs contain a group of individuals with low error rate (and hence high raw fitness), and another group of very diffemt individuals with higher error rate, but covering a different subset of the test cases. Small fluctuations in size of the second set are reflected in larger changes in the shared fitness of its members relative to the first set, and hence to the selection pressure toward it, resulting in the oscillations seen. These fluctuations can also be seen in figure 3 , showing the standard deviation of the number of individuals in the population covering each test case, a proxy measure of the phenotypic diversity of the population (if the population is of low diversity, then some test cases will be well covered, and others poorly, so the variance in cover will be high). The aim of the experiments was to find a boolean function which correctly defines the multiplexer. An example solution for the 6-multiplexer is: (if a0 (if a1 d3 d2) (if a1 dl do)) The experimental setup used tournament selection and half-ramped initialisation; experimental parameten for the 6 multiplexer runs are given in For the 6 multiplexer, the differences between total d partial functions are of low significance for the raw fitness treatment, but the null hypothesis has a probability of under .001% for both ramped and shared fitness. Similarly, the differences between raw fitness and ramped and shared fitness are highly significant for total functions. For partial functions, the ramped and raw fitness treatments a~ significantly merent (p = 1.2%), but the other Meare of low significance. Thus it appeared that for the 6 multiplexer problem, delayed convergence in the partial functions run did not convey a benefit. The percentage of runs generating a complete solution, and the coverage rate From the results of experiment 1, it appeared possible that the ramped fitnedpartial functions treatment had not yet reached convergence, so the experiment was repeated for that treatment, but allowed to continue to generation 500. In that experiment, all runs eventually succeeded, so it became apparent that the 6-multiplexer problem with a population of 500 was insufficiently difficult to differentiate the convergent behaviour of partial and total function population behaviours when combined with the ramped approach to fitness. This is shown in figure 7.
One way to make the problem more difficult is simply to redue the size of the populations. A further set of experiments was conducted, using a population of only 100 individuals, but extending to generation 1O00. The fitness sharing runs are significantly diffexent from the raw fitness runs (probability level infinitesimal), the diffemce between fitness sharing and the ramped treatment is not significant, and the differences between total ad partial functions are significant for ramped fitness (p=.Oll), but not for shared fitness (p=.18). From the plots, it appears likely that the runs are fully converged, and hence that the dif%exence.s in converged behaviour ate real.
Plots of the standaxd deviation of case coverage ( figure  10 ) and of the degree of totality of the two partial function treatments (figure 11) are included to permit comparison with the list membership experiments. The effect of ramped fitness sharing is again clearly visible in both plots. For the 11 multiplexer, fitness sharing methods again outperform raw fitness. The inability of the partial functions to find a total solution without the evolutionary pressure of ramped fitness is clear. The difference between the partial and total function populations with ramped fitness is highly significant (p < .O001). Figure 14 demonstrates again the ability of fitness sharing to maintain population diversity, and the higher diversity achieved by partial functions, and figure 15 The experiments reported here use toy problems, and there are important issues of applicability to real-World learning problems. However toy problems do have the virtue of permitting detailed experimentation at acceptable computation cost which would not be feasible with larger problems. Work is currently in progress to apply the techniques described here to large-scale ecological datasets.
The population evaluation mechanism used here -error of the fittest individual -is poortly suited to populations of partial functions. Work is under way using ensemble measures for evaluation.
One possible advantage of partial functions derives from their smaller average size. This may reduce the potential for overfitting, and hence support better generalisation. Experimental investigation of this aspect is planned.
In the experiments reported here, covering two very different types of problems, there is strong evidence of the ability of fitness sharing to maintain population diversity and delay convergence. This ability is enhanced when fitness sharing is applied to populations of partial functions rather than populations of total functions.
The delayed convergence led to considerably better performance by approaches based on fitness sharing (when compared with raw fimess) for all three problems considemi. This improvement occurred whether performance was measured by percentage of runs finding correct solutions, or by error rate at convergence.
The i n d delay in convergence provided by populations of partial functions led to significantly better performance over 200 generations in the recursive list membership problem, under both measures.
For the 6 multiplexer problem, the performance of fitness sharing on populations of total functions was so god, with population sizes normally used in genetic 8 Conclusions -
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programming that further delaying convergence through the use of partial functions could only serve to delay convergence. When the population size was reduced to an extreme level, total function populations sigmfkantly outperformed partial function populations.
In the 11 multiplexer problem, with typical population sizes of 500 individuals, the converged behaviour of partial functions under ramped fitness sharing, and total functions under either pure or ramped fitness sharing, could not be distinguished.
